Introduction
The use of Fuzzy Logic Systems (FLS) for control applications has increased since they became popular from 80's. After Mendel in 90's showed how uncertainty can be computed in order to achieve more robust systems, Type-2 Fuzzy Logic Systems (T2FLS) are in the focus of researchers and recently they became a new research topic.
At same time, Batyrshin et al demonstrated that parametric conjunctions can be useful for tuning a FLS in order to achieve better performance beyond the set parameter tuning. In signal processing and system identification, this fact let the designer to add freedom degrees to adjust a general FLS.
This chapter presents the parametric T2FLS and shows that this new FLS is a very useful option for sharper approximations in control. In order to verify the advantages of the parametric T2FLS, it is used the Ball and Plate System as a testbench. This study case helps us to understand how a parametric conjunction affects the controller behavior in measures like response time or overshoot. Also, this application let us observe how the controller works in noise presence.
Parametric T2FLS
A Parametric Type-2 Fuzzy Logic Systems (PT2FLS) is a general FLS which can be fully adjusted through a single or multiple parameters in order to achieve a benefit in its general performance. It means that a PT2FLS has several options to adjust set parameters (i.e. membership function parameters), rule parameters and output set parameters. Fig. 1 shows the structure of a PT2FLS which it is almost equal to a general T2FLS.
In this figure the Defuzzification stage comprises the Output Processing Block and the Defuzzifier as Mendel stated in (Karnik, Mendel et al. 1999 ). For Interval Type-2 Fuzzy Logic Systems (IT2FLS) this block represents only the centroid calculation for example considering the WM Algorithm (Wu and Mendel 2002) . As it can be seen, a dashed arrow crosses every stage; this means that every stage is tunable for optimization purposes.
A general Fuzzy System is a function where all input variables are mapped to the output variables according to the knowledge base defined by rules. Rule Set represents the configuration of the T2FLS. Every input variable (where is the input vector) for a T2FLS has associated a single or multiple Fuzzy Sets (FS), in this case a Type-2 Fuzzy Set (T2FS). Those T2FS express the uncertainty associated with ideas or linguistic expressions of the people. A T2FS is characterized by a complex Membership Function (MF) (defined by their outer MFs, which has several parameters that define it) called Footprint of Uncertainty (FOU). In FLS, those equivalent parameters help the expert to improve the entire system performance when performing adaptation. In case of T2FS, additional parameters are needed.
In the other hand, every output variable (where is the output vector) has associated also a FOU. This FOU has its own parameters which can be also tuned. Adaptation for output T2FS or FS when defuzzifying implies in adjusting their output centroids. This stage is not very used for adaptation, but it can be realized.
Adaptation in inference stage is not used, because of the complexity of the parametric operation. Adding more complexity in a system which is by its own very complex is not suitable. For this reason, it is introduced an operation which is simpler, the Parametric Conjunction (Batyrshin and Kaynak 1999; Batyrshin, Rudas et al. 2009; Prometeo Cortes, Ildar Z. Batyrshin et al. 2010 ).
Overview
In a T2FLS the inference step combines every rule and maps input sets to output sets (premises to consequents). Each premise that is related with another premise (implied sets) is related by a rule using a Conjunction Operation. This conjunction operation normally is performed with a t-norm operation. Suppose a rule in the rule set with rules of a given MISO T2FLS with inputs ( ∈ , ∈ ,…, ∈ ) and = output ( ∈ ), so that : … → , where denotes a specific set that belongs to a specific input variable. Symbol " " represents a conjunction operation performed with a basic t-norm, typically a minimum, which can be replaced for a parametric operation.
This rule represents the relation between the input space of every variable × ×…× (where = , , … ) and the output space and the relation of those variables are expressed (triangular, trapezoidal, Gaussian, etc.) . Such parameters let the expert or an extern intelligent system to modify its behavior.
A parametric fuzzy conjunction operation represents the variable intersection of two premises related by a parameter, i.e. that two premises are implied in a measured way in order to take a specific decision. Those premises are T2FS ( ).
For a specific rule , a firing strength for the implication of two or more premises is expressed as
Until here, upper and lower firing strengths are defined using non-parametric conjunctions for operator " ". Once it is considered a parametric conjunction operation for performing implication of the premises, every firing strength can be controlled by a parameter, arising to a parametric inference process, as it is used for FLS in ). So a parametric firing strength is expressed as
where is a parametric conjunction and is the set of parameters used to manipulate the implication of the premises related in th rule.
Finally, every firing strength must be aggregated by a disjunction operator or t-conorn operator in order to complete the composition.
For the defuzzification stage in a T2FLS, the corresponding centroids of an output T2FS can be parametric also. However, if an expert tries to calculate them all using the KM algorithm, it can be a complex task. Instead of calculation of output centroids it is suggested the use heuristically techniques. Next section, explains two suitable parametric conjunctions used in FLS and T2FLS. A parametric fuzzy conjunction uses some parameters to control the way the inference will be done. In order to simplify the complexity of a traditional parametric conjunction, it was proposed in (Batyrshin and Kaynak 1999) to use non-associative conjunction operations, due to the lack of use of this property and the usage of only two operands in applied fuzzy systems. For this reason in definition of conjunctions T further we use only axioms of commutativity, monotonicity and boundary conditions.
A single parametric conjunction may behave in different ways depending of a parameter value. There are some works today about the parametric conjunctions (Batyrshin and Kaynak 1999; Batyrshin, Rudas et al. 2009; Rudas, Batyrshin et al. 2009; Prometeo Cortes, Ildar Z. Batyrshin et al. 2010) . Next subsections describe briefly some parametric conjunctions suitable for software and hardware implementations, which share the usage of basic t-norms and other simple functions.
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Monotone sum of conjunctions
This parametric conjunction is characterized depending of a parameter value and also fulfill with properties of monotonicity, boundary conditions and commutativity ). Other suitable parametric conjunctions can be found in (Batyrshin and Kaynak 1999) .
Suppose G= , , … , n ;n be an index set and H is a partition of [ , ] on pairwise disjoint intervals H ,H ,…,H such that if i< then a< for all a∈H and b∈H . Denote a section as D =H ×H and suppose G= , , … , n ;n be an index set and H is a partition of [ , ] on pairwise disjoint intervals H ,H ,…,H such that if i< then a< for all a∈H and b∈H . Suppose Q is some index set and T , ∈ is a partially ordered set of fuzzy conjunctions, e.g. a set of all basic t-norms. Then assign to each section
Then T is a conjunction called a monotone sum ) of D ,T , ∈ or monotone sum of fuzzy conjunctions T ; i,j ∈ G. If it is desirable to construct commutative conjunctions then it should be considered:
Next subsections describe two types of monotone sums using a single parameter.
− Monotone sum
Suppose a partition on two intervals is defined by some parameter as = [ , ] and = , ]. Assign to each , = [ , ] , fuzzy conjunctions , , and ordered as follows:
, . Then define the −monotone sum of fuzzy conjunctions from (5) as follows:
As it can be seen all four sections are defined by parameter , then a monotone sum of conjunctions is able to behave in different ways depending of this parameter. For example, if = then its behavior will be as stated in (6). . The tilt of plate let the ball to move from one point to another over its surface. The position of ball is captured from a digital camera that is mounted over the plate on a specific and convenient distance in order to scan the plate surface completely.
, − − Monotone sum
, , = , , , , > − , , > − , , > − , , > − > − , , > − > − , , > , , > − > , , > >(8)
A case of study: The ball and plate system
As reported in (Moreno-Armendariz, Rubio-Espino et al. 2010) , it was built a prototype of B&P mechanism that can be used as a testbench for control implementations. This model consists of a plate mounted over a pivot that let the plate to tilt along any of its axes using two servomotors. Fig. 4 shows this description only for a single axis. The computer vision is implemented in a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) using a development kit, manufactured by Terasic (DE2 Development Kit). This kit has several interfaces to test a digital system and let the usage of an embedded vision system in the same chip. The vision system calculates with (10) the centroid of the ball and determines its position (coordinates). It was implemented the T1FLC that controls the B&P system also, embedding it in the same chip using just the 15% of the Cyclone II EP2C35F672C6N.
In this work, B&P System is controlled using PT2FLC. This system is shown in Fig. 5 and describes a control system that establishes a desired position in axis X and a desired position in axis Y. Servomotors perform the adequate tilt over both axes. Every tilt value is calculated by its corresponding PT2FLC using the error position and the position change. Position change is the differential of the feedback of the plant, i.e. the current position.
It is noteworthy that PT2FLC hardware has not been implemented and tested for this application. (Fig. 6 ) associated to linguistic variables "high positive" (PA), "medium positive" (PM), "zero or null" (Z), "medium negative" (NM), and "high negative" (NA). Rule set is described in Table 1 .
The T1FLC controls the tilt of plate using the information that the FPGA takes form the camera and calculates the current position using (10) under perfect environment conditions. But what happens when some external forces (e.g. weather) complicate the system stability? Some equivalent phenomena may be introduced to the plate. For example, the illuminating variation due to light incidence over the plate, an unbalanced motor tied to the plate, a low quality image sensor or some interference noise added to the processed image, may be introduced as external disturbances.
Experiment Overshoot SSE Ripple
When all sets in every variable are T1, except the variable which set FOUs are increasing from zero.
Yes No No
When all sets in input variable error are T2 and their FOU are decreasing until they become T1. All other variable sets are wide as much as it can be possible.
No No Yes
When all sets in input variable change are T2 and their FOU are decreasing until they become T1. All other variable sets are wide as much as it can be possible.
Yes No No
When all sets in output variable tilt are T2 and their FOU are decreasing until they become T1. All other variable sets are wide as much as it can be possible. Table 2 . Phenomena associated with the FOU of every set in system
No Yes No
In initial experiments, noise-free optimization is performed and similar results are achieved in order to compare it with T1FLC. For noise tests it is only considered an unbalanced motor tied to the plate that makes it tremble while a sine trajectory is performed, analyzing a single axis. This experiment helps us to verify the noise-proof ability of the T2FLC.
Experimental results
FS distribution, i.e., FS shape parameters may arise several characteristic phenomena that expert must take into account when designing applied-to-control fuzzy systems, so-called Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC). As described in (Moreno-Armendariz, Rubio-Espino et al. 2010), authors found an optimal FS distribution where FLC shows a great performance in 3.8 seconds. However, when it is used this same configuration some phenomena arises when it is introduced T2FS.
Starting from the initial optimal set distribution and without considering any possible noise influence, it was tested several configurations modifying every set FOU, starting from a T1FS (without FOU) and increasing it as much as possible; or starting from a very wide FOU and collapsing it until it becomes a T1FS. Some phenomena are related to them as described in Table 2 , but in general, when it is introduced a T2FS a certain level of overshoot is found, no matter which variable was modified; so, if every variable has a T2FS, then the expert has to deal with the influence of nonlinear aggregation of overshoot, steady-state error or offset (SSE) and ripple, when tuning a PT2FLC, which might be a complicated task.
For every experiment it was used an implemented simulator for IT2FLS. With some instructions it can be constructed any parametric IT2FLS and expert may choose from set shape, several parametric conjunctions and defuzzification options (Fig. 7) . In first experiments, (Fig. 6 ) it was re-adjusted the FOU of every set, leaving the set distribution intact, so it was found that only for a very thin FOU in every input set it is gotten a good convergence without overshoot and other phenomena. But, what is the sense of having a very short FOU like T1FS if they will not capture the associated uncertainties of the system? So, there should be a way of tuning the PT2FLC without changing this initial optimal set distribution.
In second experiments, it was moved the FOU of every set in every variable and found a very close approximation of time response as described in Fig. 8 . This configuration has wider FOU in every input and output variable as much as necessary (with uniform spread) for supporting variations in error until 0.0075 radians, in change until 0.01 radians per second and in tilt until 0.004 radians, all around the mean of every point of its corresponding set and variable.
As it can be seen, every set exhibits a wider FOU and its time response has increased over 5 seconds. Also, some overshoot and ripple are present, but reference is reached, so SSE is eliminated. This is the first best approximation using the same optimal distribution of sets, although it does not mean that there could not be any other set distribution for this application.
As it is sated in ), a parametric operator may help to tune a T1FLC through the inference step, so every rule of the knowledge base related with the implication of the premises might be a parametric conjunction. In third experiments, it is used commutative −monotone sum of conjunctions (11), where it is assigned to every section the following conjunctions: = is the drastic intersection, = = is the product and = is the minimum, using (7) as follows:
In (10), it is possible to assure that when parameter = then the conjunction in (11) will have a minimum t-norm behavior, but when parameter = , it will be a drastic product tnorm behavior as it can be seen in Fig. 9 . If has any other value between the interval , , then it will have a drastic, product o minimum t-norm behavior depending on the membership values of operands. Resulting behavior of this monotone sum might help to diminish the fuzzy implication between two membership degrees of premises and therefore to reduce the resulting overshoot of system and then reach the reference faster. Now another task is to choose the values of every parameter of conjunctions.
Moreover the optimal FS distribution, it is used the same rule set of (Moreno-Armendariz, Rubio-Espino et al. 2010) as shown in Table 1 in order to show that any T1FLC can be extended to a PT2FLC. So, = rules define the T1FLC configuration, it means that there are 25 parametric conjunctions and therefore 25 parameters. When searching for an optimal value of every , it is recommended to use an optimization algorithm in order to obtain optimal values and the resulting waste of time when calculating them manually.
According to (11), the initial values of , make the conjunctions to behave like min, i.e.
= [ , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ] It is proposed some values when optimization was performed with heuristics to get optimal rule parameters, i.e. = [ , . , . , , , , , . , , , , , , , , , , . , , , , Also, it was found that every rule parameter has a full, medium or null influence with final response. Table 3 shows the analysis made with every implication. For example, with rule 18 it can be diminished the overshoot when PT2FLC is just trying to control the system to reach a specific tilt of plate.
Suppose a PT2FLC where it is only modified the parameter value of rule 18 and a set of parameters that can be spread randomly around the mean of its value = . . For this experiment, it was performed 43 iterations in order to show how the variation of affects the overshoot attenuation and also other phenomena (Fig. 10-11 ). Table 4 shows some results about the transient when trying to reach a tilt = .
rads. Other phenomena can be analyzed for all 43 iterations. Also, in Fig.12 it can be seen that overshoot is attenuated drastically when → , if it is only modified this rule. Time response (rise time, peak time and settling time) is also compromised due to parametric conjunctions. It can be seen also that drastic attenuation of overshoot occurs for ≲ . . Greater values do not affect it meaningfully. As it can be seen in (12), rule parameter proposed as the optimal for rule 18 is near to 1, which might be different with other configurations. This is because of the influence of the rest of rule parameters. However, this optimal configuration does not compromise the response time but it does eliminate the overshoot completely. 
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Once it has been chosen the right parameter values of every rule it is possible to see that the influence of premises over a consequent may be regulated using a parametric conjunction. Then, overshoot and ripple have been completely removed and time response has been improved also as it can be seen in Fig. 13 . Finally Fig. 14 depicts this response of T1FLC and PT2FLC using the optimal set and rule parameters when reference cannot be determined in presence of noise. In this last experiment, signal to follow is a noisy sine signal with noise frequency equal to 500 Hz (applied to a single axis of plate). PT2FLC follows this shape very similar to T1FLC. It can be seen that PT2FLC filters all drastic changes of this noisy signal unlike T1FLC.
Discussion
Some of encountered problems and solutions are listed below.
Overshoot
The best results were obtained when it was reduced the FOU of every set, but reducing their FOU to zero converts the T2FLC into a T1FLC, so, this system could not deal with the uncertainties that could exist in feedback of control system (e.g. noise in sensor or noise due to illumination of room). The use of parametric conjunction operators instead the common tnorm operators, e.g. min, is the best solution to reduce the reminding overshoot after considering to modify the FOU of the sets. Due to overshoot is present when the ball is nearby the reference, inertia pulls the ball over the reference and no suitable control action could be applied. In order to smooth this action it is possible to decrease its effect diminishing the influence of premises using a parametric conjunction. A suitable value of parameter of certain rule let drop that excessive control action, and therefore decrease the overshoot. Parameters of rules 8 and 18 have the major influence on overshoot.
Steady-State Error
There is not a precise solution to decrease the SSE. But expert can play with FOU widths of variables. For example, reducing the SSE having a big FOU in sets of variable error and decreasing all FOUs of variable change is a good option to reduce all SSE. Also it is possible to reduce it modifying the centroids of output variable tilt. Unfortunately those actions could generate additional nonlinearities so an expert must evaluate this situation.
Ripple
Ripple can be controlled considering the FOU width of the variable error. Having a big FOU in sets of variable change can help to reduce the ripple.
Response time
A simpler approximation is possible considering the values of parameters of rules 8 and 18. If = then all reminding ripple is cleared and if = then almost all overshoot is eliminated, but time response is increased. Hence, if the expert has not any timing constraints then the usage of those rule parameters might help to reduce the undesired phenomenon considering this compromise.
Conclusion
It is introduced a PT2FLC suitable for control system implementation using a new set of parametric conjunction called p −monotone sum of conjunctions.
Some phenomena are present when trying to tune a fuzzy system. Original B&P T1FLC was tuned to obtain the best results as in (Moreno-Armendariz, Rubio-Espino et al. 2010) . When it was implemented a B&P PT2FLC with same set distribution in input and output with same rule set, as its counterpart, it was found that some phenomenon appears again. Final system response is related with all their variables, like set distribution, FOU width or conjunction parameters and they all have an implicit phenomenon which might be controlled, depending on the characteristics of the plant and the proposed rule set for a particular solution.
A parametric conjunction to perform the implication can be applied to any fuzzy system, no matter if it is type1 or type 2. The usage of parametric conjunctions in inference help to weight the influence of premises and therefore it can be forced to obtain a certain crisp value desired. Finally it was obtained an optimal result when trying to control the B&P system, reaching the reference without overshoot, SSE nor ripple in 2.65 seconds.
When the PT2FLC is subjected to external perturbations, i.e. an extra level of uncertainty is aggregated to the system; the PT2FLC exhibits a better response over its T1 counterpart. Therefore, uncertain variations in inputs of a general FLC require sets with an appropriated FOU that can capture and support them.
Therefore, the usage of PT2FLS for control purposes gives additional options for improving control precision and the usage of Monotone Sum of Conjunctions gives an opportunity to implement PT2FLC in hardware for real time applications.
Future research needs to examine the use of other parametric classes of conjunctions using simple functions. Moreover, this work can be extended using optimization techniques for calculating both better rule parameter selection and other parameters like set distribution and rule set. A hardware implementation is convenient in order to validate its behavior in real time applications.
